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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed a spurt of progress in federated learning, which can coordinate multi-participation model training
while protecting the data privacy of participants. However, low communication efficiency is a bottleneck when deploying federated learning to
edge computing and IoT devices due to the need to transmit a huge number of parameters during co-training. In this paper, we verify that the
outputs of the last hidden layer can record the characteristics of training data. Accordingly, we propose a communication-efficient strategy
based on model split and representation aggregate. Specifically, we make the client upload the outputs of the last hidden layer instead of all
model parameters when participating in the aggregation, and the server distributes gradients according to the global information to revise local
models. Empirical evidence from experiments verifies that our method can complete training by uploading less than one-tenth of model param⁃
eters, while preserving the usability of the model.
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1 Introduction

As the Internet has found its way into our everyday life,
the deep integration of the artificial intelligence tech⁃
nology represented by deep learning and IoT technol⁃
ogy has become a new trend, and then the concept of

Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) [1] came into being.
AIoT not only requires each device to be intelligent, but also
that intelligent terminals can cooperate and integrate with
each other, so as to give full play to the great value of IoT.
AIoT already has a wide range of applications. For example,
the intelligent camera can do object tracking and detect abnor⁃
mal sound according to real-time voice; the smart bracelet can
analyze users’health status according to the monitored data;

intelligent systems in autonomous vehicles collect data from
monitoring equipment to make driving decisions. However, tra⁃
ditional AI techniques usually require centralized data collec⁃
tion and centralized training of models, which needs to upload
the data on IoT devices to application providers. Such para⁃
digms obviously raise privacy concerns. For example, there is
a high probability that users will not allow smart security cam⁃
eras to upload their bedroom surveillance video to the server
for model training[2]. Therefore, the practical deployment of
AIoT faces the challenge of privacy risks.
To alleviate privacy concerns, an effective approach is to

employ federated learning[3]. Federated learning stipulates
that each client saves data locally, and only uses parameters
instead of raw data to communicate between clients and the
server. Therefore, it can be used as a privacy-preserving com⁃
puting paradigm and has received extensive attention in aca⁃
demia and industry. Especially in the field of IoT, federated
learning has been proven to power IoT in data sharing, attack
detection, mobile group perception, privacy and security[4].
With federated learning, each IoT device is no longer limited
to acquiring knowledge from its own dataset, but can benefit
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from the data and information of other devices while protect⁃
ing their own privacy. Taking the widely used FedAvg algo⁃
rithm[5] as an example, in each round of training, IoT clients
randomly selected by the central server upload model param⁃
eters to the server. The central server only receives and ag⁃
gregates these parameters to obtain an enhanced global
model for distributed learning. Then, the central server dis⁃
tributes the aggregated model to guide local training. The
data of each client are always stored locally, and knowledge
sharing among IoT devices is achieved through the aggrega⁃
tion of model parameters.
However, there are still many challenges for federated learn⁃

ing to be deployed on IoT devices, one of which is the urgent
need to improve communication efficiency. Although the itera⁃
tive development of communication technologies such as 4G
and 5G in recent years has made the bandwidth quite impres⁃
sive, compared with the computing performance of the server
and clients, what hinders training efficiency of federated learn⁃
ing the most is the communication between the server and cli⁃
ents[6]. Especially in edge computing and IoT, there are some
applications that require extremely high communication effi⁃
ciency. In some practical settings where federated learning is
deployed, in order to improve the overall operational effi⁃
ciency, the system will ignore some devices with limited net⁃
work bandwidth or limited access, that is, they will not partici⁃
pate in the training round. However, such simple processing
will lead to some local models not being optimized, which will
seriously affect user experience[7].
In order to improve the communication efficiency of feder⁃

ated learning, an effective way is to reduce the amount of com⁃
munication data between clients and the server. FedProto[8]
proposed to replace the gradient-based aggregation with
prototype-based aggregation. The prototype size is much
smaller than the size of gradient, so the prototype-based
method can effectively improve communication efficiency.
However, FedProto simply uploads the prototype to the server
for weighted average to obtain global prototype, which cannot
effectively fuse the information of clients. SplitFed[9] uses the
idea of split learning to split the neural network into a client-
side network and a server-side network, thereby reducing the
parameters required for communication. However, multi-
client split learning is done asynchronously, so it is inefficient
and causes clients to be idle. Subsequently, SplitFed intro⁃
duces a fed server to execute FedAvg on the client side,
which can synchronously train the split learning and greatly
accelerate convergence. However, this method requires cli⁃
ents to upload smash data and the server to send gradient
back to the clients in each round of model update. The
amount of data transferred between the server and clients is
still very large.
To cope with the problem of high communication load in

federated learning, we propose a novel method for efficient
communication based on model split and representation aggre⁃

gate—MSRA-Fed. MSRA-Fed considers the advantages of
federated learning and split learning, and significantly re⁃
duces the amount of data communicated between clients and
the server. It also provides stronger privacy protection than
the traditional gradient-based communication. At the same
time, the proposed method can ensure the deep fusion of infor⁃
mation of each client during the aggregation process. The para⁃
digm in this paper is suitable for federated learning scenarios
that do not require particularly high accuracy, but require low
communication costs and strict security.
Our contributions are as follows:
1) Through empirical evidence from experiments, we

verify that the outputs of the last hidden layer of a neural
network can carry the characteristics of the training set.
Therefore, these outputs can be used to replace the param⁃
eters of the model to cooperate with each client for model
training.
2) In response to the above observations, we propose a com⁃

munication optimization strategy based on model split and rep⁃
resentation aggregate. This approach can significantly reduce
the parameters the client needs to upload, reduce the commu⁃
nication load of federated learning, and ensure the accuracy of
the model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres⁃

ents the background and related work. Section 3 introduces
the scheme of MSRA-Fed in detail. Section 4 verifies the ef⁃
fectiveness of MSRA-Fed through experiments and shows the
experimental results. Finally, a summary and discussion of fu⁃
ture work are presented in Section 5.
2 Background and Related Work
Federated learning is a machine learning framework,

whose purpose is to use distributed data to collectively train
a common model[10]. In this way, the storage and computing
power of each participant can be fully utilized. During the
training process, decentralized clients will only have param⁃
eter communication with the central server, and no raw data
will be exchanged between any clients[11]. Compared with the
way where each participant trains independently, the partici⁃
pants in federated learning can obtain other client-side
knowledge from the global model issued by the server, so as
to make local models more effective. These characteristics of
federated learning not only allow us to combine multi-party
data for mining and analysis, but also avoid direct interaction
of raw data and protect data privacy. Since federated learning
was proposed, a large number of related papers and achieve⁃
ments have emerged. We note that there is extensive re⁃
search on how to improve efficiency and effectiveness of fed⁃
erated learning.
MCMAHAN et al. [5] proposed FedAvg based on a central⁃

ized training architecture, which is robust to non-IID (indepen⁃
dent and identically distributed) data distributions and can re⁃
duce the communication rounds required to train the model.
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FedAvg adopts a synchronous update scheme during each
round of training. For a fixed number of K clients, the server
will randomly select a portion of the clients to participate in
each round of training according to a fraction C. Ref. [5] shows
the reward brought by increasing the number of clients will
gradually decrease if the number of participating clients ex⁃
ceeds a certain threshold. In each round of local training, the
client k calculates the gradient gk of the local data under thecurrent model to update its local model wk. Typically, the cli⁃ent k can update wk through multiple local epochs of training,and then the central server aggregates. Compared with the gen⁃
eral distributed stochastic gradient descent, FedAvg reduces
the number of iterations of global training by increasing the
amount of computation on the client side, thereby reducing
the communication rounds.
In the training process of FedAvg, each participant needs

to frequently communicate parameters with the central server
to update the local model. The amount of data communicated
is generally large, resulting in a high communication cost[4].
WANG et al. [12] designed a Communication-Mitigated Feder⁃
ated Learning (CMFL) framework by identifying irrelevant up⁃
dates on clients and excluding them in advance to prevent in⁃
valid updates, which aims to reduce communication costs by
avoiding uploading irrelevant parameters. Although this
method improves communication efficiency, it increases a lot
of computational cost. SATTLER et al.[13] proposed an Sparse
Ternary Compression (STC) compression framework for the
shortcomings of several compression-based solutions that
only compress upstream communication and are only effec⁃
tive for ideal conditions (such as IID data distribution). Ex⁃
periments show that STC outperforms the FedAvg algorithm
under certain conditions. Refs. [14] and [15] proposed two
ways to reduce the cost of upstream communication: the
structured update and summary update. The former uses
fewer samples and fewer updates; the latter uses lossy com⁃
pression to update parameters. However, both approaches
lack robustness when dealing with poor quality data.
CALDAS et al. [16] proposed a federated mechanism that
makes it possible to efficiently train a smaller subset of the
global model and address the downlink communication pres⁃
sure with server-to-client compression. This work broke the
situation that downlink communication has not been studied.
The above-mentioned research reduces the amount of trans⁃
mitted data by compressing the original model or obtaining
more compact updates, although the accuracy decreases to
some extent.
In order to communicate efficiently, there are also some

studies that reduce the number of communication parameters
by splitting the model into different devices. Our idea is pri⁃
marily inspired by the scheme of model split. DEAN et al. [17]
proposed DistBelief, which uses the paradigm of model paral⁃
lelism by model split. DistBelief can manage the data trans⁃
mission between participants in the process of bottom commu⁃

nication, synchronization, training and inference. However,
since many clients will be idle when the system is running,
DistBelief is not efficient. GPipe[18] proposed by Google intro⁃
duces pipelines on the basis of model parallelism, which im⁃
proves the utilization of devices in the parallelism. However,
as a special setting of distributed learning, federated learning
assumes that the central server is not allowed to manage and
schedule the clients participating in the local training. There⁃
fore, the conventional model split and pipeline parallelization
are not suitable for federated learning. Recently, some re⁃
searchers have also tried to introduce model split into feder⁃
ated learning. Ref. [19] applied split learning to Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) networks and proposed LSTMSPLIT to
classify time-series data with multiple clients. Ref. [20] pro⁃
posed an asynchronous learning strategy, which divided the
neural network into deep and shallow layers. The method of
updating the shallow layers more frequently than the deep lay⁃
ers can reduce the communication cost. THAPA et al. [9] pro⁃
posed SplitFed by combining federated learning and split
learning[21], which solves the problem that each client cannot
be updated synchronously under the model split strategy. How⁃
ever, the amount of data to be transmitted in these methods is
still large and the communication frequency is too high for effi⁃
cient training.
3 MSRA-Fed Method

3.1 Outputs of Last Hidden Layer Carry Characteristics
The trained model can reflect the characteristics of a train⁃

ing set and even remember training samples when overfit⁃
ting[22]. That is, the model parameters carry the characteristics
of the training samples. Therefore, the method adopted by fed⁃
erated learning when updating a global model is to upload the
parameters of local models to the server for aggregation, in or⁃
der to obtain a better global model without violating the pri⁃
vacy of training sets. However, the parameters of a neural net⁃
work model are usually of high dimension, which makes cli⁃
ents suffer from high communication load in neural network
based federated learning tasks. Therefore, we choose to use
other data carrying the characteristics of training samples in⁃
stead of all model parameters for server aggregation, to trade
off the communication load and model accuracy of federated
learning. From the structure of neural network models, it can
be found that the data directly involved in determining the pre⁃
diction results are the outputs of the last hidden layer. Due to
this fact, we propose an assumption that the outputs of the last
hidden layer of neural networks should be similar for samples
with similar prediction results.
We take a classification task on the public Modified Na⁃

tional Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) data⁃
base as an example to verify the hypothesis. To facilitate pre⁃
sentation in the space-constrained paper[11], we set up a Multi⁃
layer Perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers, each with 12
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neurons. The learning rate is set to 0.01. Our experimental re⁃
sults are shown in Table 1. The first three rows of Table 1 are
the results obtained during ten rounds of training, which re⁃
cord the dissimilarity of outputs of the last hidden layer under
each predicted label. We denote the number of samples with
label l by Nl. The dissimilarity of outputs of the k ‐ th neuroncan be formulated as:
σ2l,k = 1

Nl
∑
n = 1

Nl (X n
l,k - X̄l,k )2 , (1)

where X n
l,k refers to the output of the n‐ th sample with label lon the k ‐ th neuron of the last hidden layer, and X̄l,k =∑

n
X n
l,k /Nl . We take the samples with Labels 3, 6, and 7 in the

dataset as examples, and similar results can be obtained un⁃
der other labels. The last row of Table 1 is the dissimilarity of
outputs of the last hidden layer blending all predicted labels.
The 12 components represent the variance of the correspond⁃
ing outputs of 12 neurons in the last hidden layer.
From the above experimental results, it can be found that the

outputs of training samples with the same label in the last hid⁃
den layer are similar, because their variances are smaller than
those in the scenario where we do not distinguish the labels. A
similar phenomenon on the public dataset CIFAR-10 is also
found. Accordingly, it can be considered that for neural net⁃
work models on clients, the outputs of the last hidden layer can
carry the characteristics of training samples to a certain extent.
3.2 Communication-Efficient Strategy Based on Model

Split and Representation Aggregate
Based on the assumption in Subsection 3.1, we can con⁃

clude that for neural network models on different clients, an
effect close to aggregating all parameters can be obtained by
aggregating the outputs of the last hidden layer. The method
of splitting neural networks has made great progress in split
learning[23]. However, split learning requires too much com⁃
munication between clients and the server due to communi⁃
cating high-dimensional parameters. In terms of communica⁃
tion consumption per round, the communication load of split
learning is not significantly reduced compared to federated
learning. To adopt the paradigm of aggregating hidden layers
in federated learning, this paper sets an output layer on the
server side for complete training and retains a local model
on each client side. As shown in Fig. 1, the server calcu⁃

lates the gradient of the loss function to the aggregated last
hidden layer after local forward propagation, and distributes
the gradient to clients. Each client uses this gradient to as⁃
sist the update of its local model. Such learning process re⁃
vises local models indirectly through back-propagation of
gradients.
It is worth noting that we reform the neural network based

federated learning on the server side and the client side re⁃
spectively. Each client trains a local neural network, which
together with the server constitutes a federated neural net⁃
work framework as a whole. Unlike split learning, we keep
the complete local model on each client and follow the set⁃
ting of federated learning to support local training. In addi⁃
tion, the server does not collect local models or gradients up⁃
loaded by clients, which can reduce the risk of model incre⁃
ments or gradients compromising data privacy. Even mali⁃
cious participants cannot launch inference attacks[24] or
model inversion attacks[25] against honest clients by eaves⁃
dropping on local models. This means that our method could
have stricter privacy and security, and in particular, has high
communication efficiency. Each client participates in the ag⁃
gregation process of federated learning by uploading the out⁃
puts of the last hidden layer, while the server coordinates a
collaborative training by distributing the back-propagated gra⁃
dient. Clients use this gradient to modify their local models
after receiving the back-propagated gradient. More details
are shown in Algorithm 1. We implement the federation of
model training on the client and server through a local model
training stage, a communication stage, and a back-
propagation stage.
Algorithm 1. MSRA-Fed based on model split and representa⁃
tion aggregate
Require: The number of clients: K; learning rate: η; the num⁃
ber of local epochs: E; the number of global iterations: T; local
datasets:{Di}

K

i = 1
Ensure: Local models on clients:{wi}Ki = 1//Server executes:
1: Initialize: wi //Randomly initialize local models2: for each round t = 1 to T do
3: m = max (C × K,1)
4: Zt = random set of m clients5: for each client i ∈ Zt in parallel do

▼Table 1. Variance of the outputs of each neuron in the last hidden layer

Label
Label-3
Label-6
Label-7
Blended

1st Neuron
1.00
4.82
0.00
52.11

2nd Neuron
2.94
0.00
0.01
34.38

3rd Neuron
1.98
3.98
1.37
18.51

4th Neuron
11.82
1.88
13.00
24.65

5th Neuron
1.80
0.00
4.92
16.18

6th Neuron
2.16
3.65
5.20
11.99

7th Neuron
0.01
1.17
3.33
3.99

8th Neuron
9.60
0.03
0.10
35.46

9th Neuron
0.28
36.54
17.91
17.24

10th Neuron
4.29
8.05
12.54
18.57

11th Neuron
3.84
3.65
3.82
27.22

12th Neuron
11.03
0.72
0.08
23.68
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6: (X i,l,l) = ClientTrain( i)
7: end for
8: for each label l do
9: X l = 1m∑i = 1

m

X i,l

10: Forward propagation with (X l, l), calculate g
11: end for
12: for each client i ∈ Zt in parallel do13: ClientUpdate(i, g)
14: end for
15: end for
//Clients execute:
16: function ClientTrain( i):
17: for each local epoch e = 1 to E do
18: for each sample ( sn,ln ) ∈ Di do
19: if e < E do
20: wi ← wi - η·∇loss (wi ; sn,ln )21: else do
22: Forward propagation with ( sn,ln ), calculate X n

l

23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
26: for each label l do
27: X i,l = 1

Nl
∑
n = 1

Nl

X n
l

28: end for
29: return a set of (X i,l,l)
30: function ClientUpdate(i,g):
31: Back propagation with g, update wi
1) Local model training stage. As shown in Lines 17–28 of

Algorithm 1, in each round of federated learning, each client
trains a local model for several epochs and then uploads aggre⁃
gated representation to the server for aggregation. The client
preserves a full model locally instead of a split model. Unlike
conventional federated learning, the client uploads the aggre⁃
gated outputs of the last hidden layer instead of all param⁃

eters. In order to reduce communication consumption, the cli⁃
ent adopts a class-wise average aggregation of the local hidden
layer output set. The data that finally participate in global fed⁃
erated aggregation is the averaged hidden layer outputs under
each label.
2) Communication stage. At Line 29 of Algorithm 1, the cli⁃

ent communicates with the server. When the client uploads lo⁃
cal data, the server collects the outputs of all clients’hidden
layers and averages these local representations separately ac⁃
cording to class (or label). Taking the classification task on
MNIST as an example, the server will finally obtain the out⁃
puts of the last hidden layer corresponding to ten different la⁃
bels after one communication.
3) Back-propagation stage. In Lines 8–14 of Algorithm 1,

after averaging the hidden layers, the aggregated output is
used as input to the neural network on the server to continue
training and compute a gradient for back-propagation. After re⁃
ceiving the back-propagated gradient from the server, clients
call it for back-propagation. That is, the back-propagated gra⁃
dient of the federated averaged hidden layer is used to revise
local models. For the client, the local training of the last epoch
in each round is back-propagated using the gradient issued by
the server side.
3.3 Summary
For the federated learning framework, we modify the collab⁃

orative training process and propose a communication optimi⁃
zation strategy based on model split and representation aggre⁃
gation. Our method aggregates local representations on the
server through the outputs of the last hidden layer, and uses
gradients delivered by the server to coordinate training on
each client. On the basis of the local training model, each cli⁃
ent additionally introduces the server’s gradient containing
global information to correct its local model, which signifi⁃
cantly reduces the communication load and also makes the
model update more stable. In addition, since clients do not
need to upload local models or gradients to any third party,
the security risk of local data and models could be low. Al⁃
though we did not focus on improving the accuracy of the
model but on efficient communication, this will be improved
in future work to sacrifice less accuracy under conditions of
efficient communication and strict protection of privacy and
security.
4 Evaluation

4.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup
We use the public dataset MNIST as the experimental data⁃

set, which consists of ten classes of images. MNIST includes
ten categories of handwritten digits, and each image is a gray⁃
scale image of size 28×28. This dataset contains 60 000 train⁃
ing samples and 10 000 test samples. Since the method de⁃
signed in this paper is suitable for various neural network

▲Figure 1. Overview of MSRA-Fed
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models, the commonly used model MLP is used here to verify
the effectiveness of our method. Without loss of generality, we
set up a learning environment with one central server and ten
clients. The proportion of clients participating in each global
training is C = 1, and the number of local epochs of the clients
is E = 5. For the MNIST dataset, we employ an MLP with one
hidden layer with 256 neurons. The learning rate η of MLP is
set to 0.01. In the case of independent and identically distrib⁃
uted data, the samples are randomly shuffled. For each dataset
used for training, all training samples are randomly and uni⁃
formly distributed to clients and each client randomly draws
samples from it.
This experiment is carried out under Python 3.6, and the

computer hardware is configured as 16 G memory, Intel i5-
10400F CPU and GTX1650 GPU.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The communication efficiency and performance of the

model is measured from the communication load required for
model convergence and the final accuracy of the model. The
definition of accuracy used here is shown in Eq. (2).
Accuracy = TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN , (2)
where TP is the number of true positives, which means that
the positive samples are also predicted as positive by the
model; TN is the number of true negatives, which means that
the negative samples are also predicted to be negative; FP is
the number of false positives, which means that the negative
samples are predicted to be positive; FN is the number of false
negatives, representing positive samples that are incorrectly
predicted. The positive and negative here represent the true
class and other classes of the sample, respectively.
4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
Every time the federated learning progresses to the com⁃

munication stage between the client and the server, we use
an element in the tensor as a unit to count the amount of
data transmitted in the communication. We define the com⁃
munication load as the total amount of transmitted data. By
comparing the communication load and the improvement per⁃
centage of model accuracy, or the communication load re⁃
quired to improve the model accuracy, the gap between the
conventional federated neural network model and the im⁃
proved communication-efficient MSRA-Fed can be clearly
displayed.
Table 2 is a comparison of communication efficiency after

five rounds of training on MNIST using MSRA-Fed and Fe⁃
dAvg. The value of communication load per 1% accuracy im⁃
provement indicates the average communication load con⁃
sumed when the final trained model improves the accuracy by
1% compared to the initial model accuracy. The results show
that although the initial accuracy of MSRA-Fed is lower than

FedAvg by about 12%, the accuracy of two methods has
reached more than 80% after five rounds of model training.
Meanwhile, MSRA-Fed consumes less than 2% of the commu⁃
nication load of FedAvg.
The results after ten rounds of training on the MNIST data⁃

set using MSRA-Fed and FedAvg are shown in Table 3. Both
algorithms have almost converged after ten rounds of training.
The results demonstrate that the communication load con⁃
sumed by conventional FedAvg is 56.19 times that of MSRA-
Fed when training for ten rounds. Moreover, the communica⁃
tion load of MSRA-Fed training for ten rounds is much lower
than that of FedAvg training for five rounds, which shows that
MSRA-Fed can be efficiently trained for more rounds in the
same time and the accuracy improvement per communication
load is high.

When we focus on“communication load per 1% accuracy
improvement”in Tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that the strat⁃
egy based on model split and representation aggregation re⁃
quires far less communication load than FedAvg with the
same accuracy improvement. This shows that our proposed
method has much higher communication efficiency while sac⁃
rificing a little model accuracy. It is worth mentioning that
the accuracy of our method is lower than that of FedAvg
when the algorithm converges. This is because we only use
the outputs of the last hidden layer instead of all parameters
to aggregate global information in order to significantly im⁃
prove the communication efficiency. Each client maintains a
complete model locally, while introducing global information
sent by the server during the training process to correct the
local model. Compared to FedAvg, the accuracy of our
method drops slightly, but remains within acceptable limits.
Most importantly, we reduce the amount of communication
significantly.

▼Table 2. Communication efficiency comparison after five rounds of
training on MNIST dataset

Method

FedAvg
MSRA-
Fed

Initial
Accuracy/%
71.62
59.97

Accuracy After Five
Rounds of Training/%

86.10
80.11

Communica⁃
tion Load/B
6 352 000
123 280

Communication Load
per 1% Accuracy
Improvement
54 834.25
765.14

MNIST: Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology
▼ Table 3. Communication efficiency comparison after ten rounds of
training on MNIST dataset

Method

FedAvg
MSRA-
Fed

Initial
Accuracy/%
71.62
59.97

Accuracy After Ten
Rounds of Training/%

86.15
80.48

Communica⁃
tion Load/B
12 704 000
226 080

Communication Load
per 1% Accuracy
Improvement
109 291.12
1 337.86

MNIST: Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology

表2中:6352000, 123280
表3中:12704000, 226080
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we modify the federated learning model for

the problem of high communication load. Specifically, a
method for efficient communication is designed based on
model split and representation aggregation. By enabling the
client to upload the outputs of the last hidden layer instead of
all parameters and using the global information issued by the
server to guide and correct the updates of each local model,
the communication consumption of federated learning can be
significantly reduced while ensuring the accuracy of the
model. Furthermore, we experimentally validate the method
proposed in this paper. The experimental results show that the
model spit and representation aggregation mechanism can sig⁃
nificantly reduce the required communication consumption,
and the traditional training method FedAvg consumes 56.19
times the communication load than our method. While improv⁃
ing the communication efficiency, our method also guarantees
the stability and accuracy of the model.
Backbone models other than neural networks are not ex⁃

plored in this paper, which will be our future work. This
mechanism we design does not improve the accuracy of the
model much when it converges, and may even have a slight
negative impact. Future work will focus on addressing the
above problems and exploring the possibility of large-scale ap⁃
plication of our scheme in real environments.
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